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Abstract. Although measurement has been an important component of human activities for 

millennia, it remains remarkably difficult to provide a fully satisfactory definition of the concept. 

In part this is due to the fact that measurement is a diverse and dynamic human activity, and 

takes shape in a wide variety of ways depending on the nature of the subject matter, 

application, and context. If a definition of measurement is to pay respect to this basic fact, it 

cannot be so narrowly construed as to apply to only one area of scientific activity (e.g., physics); 

on the other hand, the definition cannot be so permissive as to trivialize the concept to the 

point that measurement is not recognizably superior to, for instance, guesses or statements of 

opinion. One issue at the heart of this tension is the relationship between the concepts of 

measurement, quantity, and quantification. In particular, it is sometimes argued or assumed 

either that quantification is a necessary condition for measurement, or that quantification is 

simply synonymous with measurement. To assess the validity of these positions, the concepts of 

measurement, quantity, and quantification should be independently defined and their 

relationships analyzed. In this paper we conduct such an analysis, from both historical and 

philosophical perspectives, and present the case that quantification is neither necessary nor 

sufficient for measurement. We conclude by considering how the conceptual separation of 

measurement and quantification serves to promote more productive and shared 

understandings of measurement across disciplines. 
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1. Introduction 

Measurement is, and has been for some time, an integral component of a wide range of human 

activities. In both scientific and lay discourse, measurement is commonly associated with precision, 

accuracy, and trustworthiness. Yet despite its clear importance and value, it remains remarkably 

difficult to provide a fully satisfactory definition of the concept of measurement, as the vast array of 

proposed definitions witnesses (Mari, 2013). In part this is surely due to the very fact that 

measurement processes have become so widespread: they are now regularly encountered not only 

in increasingly diverse ways in the physical sciences and engineering, but also (especially within the 

past century) in the psychological sciences and social research. The scope of activities conducted 

under the banner of measurement has broadened as the activities that demand precise and 

trustworthy information have diversified, and it is not always obvious whatvif indeed anythingvall 

these ways of measuring have in common with one another.  

Some current uses and understandings of measurement are largely motivated based on historical 

traditions of practice (see for example Michell, 2005 and Sherry, 2011), and therefore it is important 

to consider a historical perspective when approaching this topic. History helps us understand how 

the concept of measurement has evolved, and serves as a starting point for rethinking how we can 

best approach it in the future. We hold that any examination of the characteristics of measurement 

must be sensitive to how it is understood and used in diverse contexts, and how it adds value to a 

wide range of human activities. Thus, the task of locating the defining characteristics of 

measurement, independently of the specific subject matter or applicationvsuch that the definition 

^]����}������]����v����Á]�Z}µ���}]vP�µv�µ��À]}o�v����}��]�Z����Z��ordinary meaning or the technical 

u��v]vP�}(��Z�����u_�~^�À�P�U�íõóìU��Xíñô�vis not trivial. 

A critical issue at the heart of the many conceptions of and beliefs about measurement is the 

relationship between measurement, quantities, and quantification
2
. 

It ]�� �}uu}voÇ� �P����� �Z��� �Z�� �}v������ Zu���µ��u�v�[U� Z�µ�v�]�Ç[U� �v�� Z�µ�v�](]���]}v[
3
 are 

related, though the precise nature of the relationship is less clear. Suppes (2002, p.4), for example, 

��������Z���^�Z����]u��Ç��]u�}(���P]À�v��Z�}�Ç�}(�u���µ��u�v��is to show in a precise fashion how to 

pass from qualitative observations to the quantitative assertions needed for more elaborate 

                                                           
2
t�� µ��� �Z�� ���u� ^�µ�v�]�Ç_� Z���U� ��� ]v� �Z�� /v���v��]}v�o� s}���µo��Ç� }(� D���}o}PÇ� ~s/DV� :'�DU� îìíîU�

def.1.1), to refer to a particular sort of property, i.e., the attribute of an entity that possesses quantitative 

structure (as we wioo���Pµ����o}ÁU� �Z]�� ���µ]����µv���l]vP�X�^Yµ�v�](]���]}v_� ��(���� ]v������ �}� �Z����}�����}(�

quantitative evaluation, understood as the assignment or discovery of a numeric value, such that the minimal 

characteristic of a quantitative evaluation is that it ��}�µ������vµu��]��o�À�oµ��~}�Z���u��v]vP��}(�^�À�oµ��]}v_�

�v��^À�oµ�_U��µ�Z�����Z���Æ]}o}P]��oU��XPXU�^�Z��À�oµ��}(�����}�µ��_U��v���Z����Z]��oU��XPXU�}v�[��^����}v�o�À�oµ��_U�

����v}���}v�]������Z����X�,�v���}v��u]PZ����l�^]��Æ����µ�v�]�ÇM_�]v��Z����u���}v��Æ�����^]��Æ�P��������Z�v�ñM_�

~}���}��]�oÇ�^]��Æ�P��������Z�v�ñ�uM_�U�ÁZ]o���µ�v�](]���]}v���(�����}�����}������Z����oo}Á��}v���}���l�^����Ç}µ�

�µ�v�](Ç]vPM_�]v��Z����u���}v��Æ�����^����Ç}µ�Pµ���]vPM_X 
3
From the methodology of JCGM, as in particular taken from the standard (ISO, 2009), we will use double 

quotes to delimit words that refer to terms, and single quotes to delimit words that refer to concepts (whereas, 

of course, terms that refer to objects of the discourse are used without delimiters). Hence, for example, we 

�}µo��Á�]��� �Z��� ~�Z�� �}v������ Zu���µ��u�v�[� ]����(]v��� ]v� �µ�Z� �v�� �µ�Z�Á�Ç� �}� �}����]Pv���� ~�Z��}�i�����

u���µ��u�v���Z���]v��vPo]�Z�]����v}�������~�Z�����u��^u���µ��u�v�_X 
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�Z�}���]��o� ���P��� }(� ��]�v��X_� ^����u�v��� �µ�Z� ��� �Z]�� u�Ç� ��� ���}�]����� Á]�Z� �Z���� ���]��

assumptions. The first is that it is in fact possible, at least under some conditions, to obtain 

quantitative information from qualitative observations. The second is that quantitative information is 

fundamentally preferable to qualitative information, presumably because quantities offer some 

privileged access to or insight regarding the property under study, and therefore extracting 

quantitative information from qualitative observations is a worthwhile endeavor. The third is that 

measurement is the preferred (or possibly only) method for acquiring such quantitative information. 

This understanding is broadly consistent with the views expressed in many classic sources, 

although details of the expression vary. Consider, for example, the following definitions of 

measurement
4
: 

� ^D���µ��u�v�� �]��� any method by which a unique and reciprocal correspondence is 

established between all of some of the magnitudes of a kind and all or some of the numbers, 

]v��P��oU����]}v�oU�}�����oU�����Z�������u�Ç���_�~Zµ���ooU�íõìïU��X�íóò�X 

� ^D���µ��u�v�� ]���Z����}�����}(����]Pv]vP�vµu������}��������v���µ�o]�]��_� ~��u���ooU�íõîìU�

p.267). 

� ^D���µ��u�v���]����Z���}���o��]}v�Á]�Z�vµu�����}(��v�]�]���ÁZ]�Z�����v}��vµu����_�~E�P�oU�

1931, p. 313). 

� ^D���µ��u�v�� �]��� �Z�� ���]Pvu�v�� }(� vµu���o�� �}� }�i����� }�� �À�v��� ���}��]vP� �}� �µo��_�

(Stevens, 1946, p.677). 

� ^D���µ��u�v�� ]�� �XXX���Z���]��}À��Ç�}�����]u��]}v�}(�vµu��]��o���o��]}v�� ~}�����]}������Á��v�

u�Pv]�µ����}(����µ�v�]���]À������]�µ����v����µv]�_�~D]�Z�ooU�íõõõU��Xóò�X 

Though one could note that there seems to be some disagreement regarding what is measured 

(magnitudes? qualities? entities which are not numbers?), and also regarding the nature of the 

relationship between that which is measured and numbers (is it one of correspondence? 

assignment? correlation? discovery or estimation?), the one thing that all these authors agree upon 

is that, at the end of the day, the output of a measurement procedure is numerical
5
. 

Broadly, the relationship between measurement and quantification has historically been regarded 

as one of necessity, one of sufficiency, or one of both necessity and sufficiency, and therefore of 

synonymy. It is sometimes claimed or believed that: 

� in terms of measurement as a process: every quantification is a measurement (i.e., the only 

way to assign or estimate a value to a quantity is by means of measurement: quantitative 

evaluation is sufficient for measurement); alternatively, or additionally, each measurement is 

quantification (i.e., only quantities can be measured: quantitative evaluation is necessary for 

measurement); 

� in terms of the ontology of measurable properties: each quantity is measurable (i.e., for a 

property to be a quantity is a sufficient condition for it to be measurable); alternatively, or 

additionally, each measurable property is a quantity (i.e., if a property is not quantitative, 

                                                           
4
We are arguing here about the relation between measurement and quantification from the point of view of 

measurement, so as to better understand the nature of measurement itself. Hence we will not discuss positions 

�µ�Z�����Z��}v�����}��]vP��}�ÁZ]�Z�^�Z�� (}µv���]}v�}(��µ�v�](]���]}v� ]��u���µ��u�v�U��v���vÇ��]��µ��]}v�}(  

�Z��v��µ���}(��µ�v�](]���]}v�uµ���v�������]oÇ���P]v�Á]�Z����]��µ��]}v�}(� �Z��v��µ���}(�u���µ��u�v�_� ~t]ol�U�

1961, p.5). 

5 We suppose that the distinction between numbers and numerals, while in principle significant, can be 

neglected here. 
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then it cannot be measured: for a property to be a quantity is a necessary condition for it to 

be measurable). 

While the genesis of each of these positions makes some sense when viewed in the appropriate 

historical context, we argue here that they are all too limiting to be appropriate in the current 

scientific, technological, and social landscape of measurement:  

� claiming that quantification is sufficient for measurement effectively denies the privileged 

status of measurementvthat is, its dependability, accuracy and trustworthinessvrelative to 

trivial activities such as guessing and arbitrary numerical assignment; 

� claiming that quantity is necessary for measurement arbitrarily ties a widespread and diverse 

empirical activity to a particular, limited mathematical concept, namely, that of Euclidean 

magnitude (or some modified version of it, as we will argue below). 

Given that the subject matters of many measurement processes are not quantities in the 

Euclidean sense, conceptually decoupling measurement from quantification seems to be an 

important step along the way to achieving an understanding of the acknowledged value of 

measurement. After all, if the concept of measurement was inextricably tied to the concept of 

Euclidean magnitude, it would follow that we must either (a) give up on the prospect of having 

precise, accurate, and trustworthy accounts of non-quantitative aspects of the world, or (b) create a 

parallel conceptual structure for conducting para-measurement on such aspects of nature. 

2. Where not to look for defining characteristics of measurement 

Measurement is not a natural entity, existing independently of human beings and discovered by 

them, but a dynamic social activity with a long history (e.g., Duncan, 1984).
6

 The term 

^u���µ��u�v�_� Z]��}�]��ooÇ� ���µ]���� ]���u��v]vP� (�}u� �Z��Á�Ç� ]v�ÁZ]�Z� ]��Á��� µ���V� (µ��Z��U� ]v�

specific fields the concept of measurement has been adapted and formalized in different ways 

���}��]vP� �}� �Z�� v����� ��� Z�v�X� �vÇ� ��(]v]�]}v� }(� Zu���µ��u�v�[� �}� v���}Á� ��� �}� ]v�oµ��� }voÇ�

activities in a specific field (such as physics) would in effect deny that there are relevant features of 

measurement that may be applied in different contexts, in addition to severely hampering prospects 

of cross-disciplinary communication. Hence, some conventionality in the definition of measurement 

is unavoidable, and at least partially different conceptions of measurement can be maintained in 

different disciplines and contexts. 

Nevertheless, it seems reasonable to assume that not just any numerical assignment should count 

as measurement. After all, measurement is associated with a number of virtues, such as 

dependability, accuracy, and trustworthiness in both scientific and lay contexts, and it would seem 

misleading at best to ascribe such properties to any number-generating procedure. Consider, for 

example, subjective opinions reported by means of numbe���~�XPXU�^/��u��Z]��Ç������v��Z���]����}��Ç�

                                                           
6
 Partly as a consequence of the fact that measurement is a designed-on-purpose process, the nature and 

definition of measurement has been interpreted differently across the course of time, in relation to the various 

technical and social roles that it has taken. Although this is neither a paper about the history of the concept of 

measurement nor about the history of measurement itself, some historical information will help contextualize 

our arguments. In particular, we aim to make visible the complex development of the relation between 

measurement and quantification. In Section 5 these historical sketches will be then interpreted in a 

philosophical perspective. On this basis, in Section 6 we will conclude that the stance that only quantities are 

measurable is based primarily on historical convention rather than logical necessity. 
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�Z�v�/�Á���Ç�������Ç_��U�Pµ������~�À�v����]��v��ooÇ��}������}v��V��XPXU�^Z��o}}l����}µ��íXóñ�u���oo��}�

u�_�U� �v�� �Z�� ���o]���]}v� }(� �}u�o���oÇ� ���]����Ç� �µ�� �}v�]���v�� �µo��� ~�XPXU� �}���}}u[�� �îììõ��

example of t�l]vP� ���Z� ����}v[�� �}���o� �}��� �v�� �]À]�]vP� �Ç� Z��� }�� Z]�� �Z}�� �]Ì��U� �oo� }(�ÁZ]�Z�

produce numerical results but none of which appear to deserve the trust that commonly 

accompanies measurement. In short, it seems strange to accept that measurement is a privileged 

process and at the same time that it is defined in so permissive a manner as to include all activities 

that produce numerical results. 

Thus, the relation between measurement and quantitative evaluation deserves to be examined. 

We propose studying it following two guiding questions (which, for the sake of simplicity, will here be 

treated as having Boolean answers): (a) is the evaluated property a quantity? and, (b) is it evaluated 

as a quantity? 

The first question relates to claims regarding what the property is, and is thus ontological: is being 

a quantity (or possessing quantitative structure) a necessary condition for the property to be 

measurable? A positive answer would rule out, in particular, nominal properties (sometimes 

alternatively called ^�o���](]���}�Ç_U� ^����P}�]��o_U� }�� �o�}� ^�µ�o]���]À�_�� ��� �v�]�]��� �Z��� ��v� ���

measured. Such a position is consistent, for instance, with the Aristotelian view that all properties are 

either quantitative or qualitative. Thus, this issue focuses on the inputs of an evaluation process, in 

���u��}(��Z���]��}�]�]}v�o�(���µ���Z��]vP�u���µ���o�X[ 

The second guiding question relates to the way in which a property is evaluated, and is thus 

operational: is quantitative evaluation sufficient, and/or necessary, for measurement? Consideration 

of this issue could be motivated by acknowledging, in particular, that a property that is a quantity 

might nevertheless be evaluated in manner that does not produce quantitative information. For 

example, the length of rigid objec���u�Ç�����À�oµ��������}��]vP��}��Z���}v�]�]}v�^]��]��o}vP����Z�v�í�

u� �v�� �Z}����� �Z�v� î�uM_U� ���µo�]vP� ]v� �� �µ��oÇ� �]v��Ç� �o���](]���]}v� ~��� ]v� �� ����-fail test), even 

though at the ontological level length remains (putatively) a quantity. Thus, this issue focuses on the 

outputs }(� �v� �À�oµ��]}v� ��}����U� ]v� ���u�� }(� �Z�� ����P}�]��o� (���µ��� Z��]vP� �Z�� ���µo�� }(� ��

u���µ��u�v�X[ 

Table 1 provides a synthesis of the conceptual framework we are introducing to analyze our topic. 

 

Insert Table 1 here 

 

The four positions, [A], [B], [C], and [D], in the Table are in principle independent, in the sense that 

one could accept one or more of them and refuse the others. In the balance of this paper we argue 

that, in fact, all four of them are inappropriate, and the relation between measurement and 

quantitative evaluation is looser than may be commonly believed (or, stated alternatively, that the 

�}v������Zu���µ��u�v�[��v��Z�µ�v�](]���]}v[��Z}µo��v}�����]��v�](]����}����]��oÇ�W�v}���oo��µ�v�]���]À��

evaluations are measurements and not all measurements are quantitative evaluations. The first of 

these pointsvin opposition to positions [C] and [D] in Table 1vis made in the next section, and the 

secondvin opposition to [A] and [B] abovevis made in the one that follows. 

3. Is quantitative evaluation sufficient for measurement? 

Mathematics and physics are intimately intertwined: often, mathematics is presented as the 

primary language of physics, especially insofar as physics describes how putative quantities such as 

force, mass, acceleration, and others are interconnected via laws of nature, as given by formulae 

such as F = m × a. The common assumption is that mathematical equations such as this one can 
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mirror universal truths when interpreted as physical laws
7
. Accordingly, measurement may be seen 

as the interface between mathematical variables and equations on the one hand, and the empirical 

world on the otherv}�U������u���oo�~íõîìU��Xîòó��(�u}µ�oÇ��µ��]�U�^�Z��}�i����}(�u���µ��u�v��]���}�

enable the powerful weapon of mathematical �v�oÇ�]���}�������o]����}��Z���µ�i����u������}(���]�v��_�

�}� �Z��� ^�ZÇ�]��� �Y�� u]PZ�� �ou}��� ��� �����]���� ��� �Z�� ��]�v��� }(� u���µ��u�v�_X� �P�]v��� �Z]��

���l��}�U���u���oo�����Z����Z���}v�oµ�]}v��Z���^u���µ��u�v��]���Z����}�����}(����]Pv]vP�vµu�����

to represen���µ�o]�]��_X 

If ��u���oo[����(]v]�]}v�}(�u���µ��u�v� is taken at face value, it appears to present measurement 

not just as simply a process, but rather as the process of assigning numbers to qualities. This would 

imply that each and every such process is a measurement, and therefore that quantitative evaluation 

is sufficient for measurement: if you are assigning numbers, you are measuring. Although it can be 

��Pµ����Z�����u���oo[����(]v]�]}v�Á�������]������}v��}��}(����]�]}v�o�}v�}o}P]��o����µu��]}v���v��

commitments that constrained the scope of measurement (see for instance McGrane, 2015; Michell, 

1993, 1999), the idea that the process of assigning numbers constituted measurement would go on 

to be explicitly embraced by scholars such as S.S. Stevens, who defined measurement as the rule-

���������]Pvu�v��}(�vµu���o�U�v}�]vP��Z���^���Z���µo��}(����]Pvu�v����v�����vÇ��}v�]���v���µo�X�dZ��

}voÇ��µo��v}���oo}Á���Á}µo�������v�}u����]Pvu�v�U�(}����v�}uv�����u}µv���]v��((�����}���v}v�µo�_�

(1975/1986, pp. 46-47). This ��Pµ��oÇ��������v������u]�]v���������]}v�}(���u���oo[��Á}�l�~see also 

D�'��v�U�îìíñ�U��µ��Á���v�À���Z�o�����}v�]���v��Á]�Z��Z��u}��� o]����o� ]v���������]}v�}(���u���oo[��

claim as quoted previously. 

As discussed in the previous section, however, equating measurement and numerical assignment 

effectively denies that measurement has any special virtues in comparison with other activities that 

produce numerical results, which seems hard to accept given the trust commonly placed in 

measurement results. In other words, position [D] in Table 1 seems difficult to defend.  

However, Campbell and then Stevens were not the only ones to formulate the relationship 

between quantitative evaluation and measurement as one of sufficiency. Thomas Reid, for example, 

famously wrot�� ��� �Z�� ��P]vv]vP� }(� Z]�� ����Ç� }v� �µ�v�]�ÇW� ^u��Z�u��]��� �}v��]v�� ��}���oÇ� �Z��

doctrine of measure; and the object of this science is commonly said to be quantity; therefore 

�µ�v�]�Ç�}µPZ�� �}������(]v������ÁZ���u�Ç����u���µ���_� ~Z�]�U�íóðôU� ^��Xí�XdZ]�� ]�entification of 

measurement with quantity can be traced back to the Euclidean tradition, as witnessed by the oft-

quoted first definition of Book V of the Euclid's ElementsU�ÁZ]�Z� ]�� �}u��]u��� �Z}µPZ��}(���� ^�Z��

earliest contribution to the philosophy of me��µ��u�v���À�]o��o�� ]v��Z��Z]��}�]��o����}��_� ~D]�Z�ooU�

îììñU� �Xîôô�W� ^��u�Pv]�µ��� ]�� �� ����� }(� ��v}�Z����u�Pv]�µ��U� �Z�� o������ }(� �Z�� P������U�ÁZ�v� ]��

measures �Z��P������_�~�u�Z��]�������V��µ�o]�U����v�X�îììô�
8
. However, and importantly, this is not a 

passage about empirical measurement, as a verb, but rather, about the mathematical definition of 

measure, as a noun, as Bunge (1973) had already noted. In fact, throughout the Elements, 

Zu���µ��u�v�[�]��v�À���µ���U��v��]v�(����^]v��Z��P�}u���]��o��}v���µ��]}ns employed in the Elements 

�XXX�� �u�]�]��o� ��}}(�� �Ç�u��v�� }(�u���µ��u�v�� ���� ���]��oÇ� (}��]���v_� ~&]�Ì����]�lU� îììôV� ]v� Z]��

]v��}�µ��}�Ç�v}�����}�Z]�����v�o��]}v�}(��µ�o]�[� �o�u�v���X�dZ]��Z]PZo]PZ��� �Z���^u���µ��u�v�_��v��

^u���µ��_� �Z}µo��v}��������o��with as synonyms: even though they are terms so entangled with 

daily activities and common discourse that their meaning and relations are often spurious, in 

scientific contexts the former refers specifically to the process of measuring, not to the structure of 

                                                           
7 

 Though we refer to this as a common assumption among physicists, it is not without 

controversy in the philosophical literature (e.g., Cartwright, 1980). 
8 

 ,����Á����l��Z�µ�v�]�Ç[��v��Zu�Pv]�µ��[��}�����Çv}vÇu}µ�X 
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the input or output entities of a measurement procedure (i.e., properties and property values 

respectively). For example, the International Vocabulary of Metrology (VIM; JCGM, 2012) defines 

Zu���µ��u�v�[� ��� ^�Z����}�����}(� experimentally obtaining one or more quantity values that can 

����}v��oÇ��������]�µ�����}����µ�v�]�Ç_�~�u�Z��]��������
9
X�/v����U�ÁZ]o��^u���µ��u�v�_����������}�

have a relatively well-defined meaning even in everyday use t ^�Z�����]}v�}(�u���µ�]vP_U����}��]vP�

to the Oxford English Dictionary (2010) t ^u���µ��_� ]�� ��u��l��oÇ��}oÇ��u]�U�Á]�Z� ��À���o��]��]v���

u��v]vP�X�Kv��}(��Z�u�]������]�µo��oÇ�]u�}���v��Z���W���u���µ���]��^���µ�v�]�Ç��}v��]v���]v��v}�Z���

�v��Æ����vµu����}(� �]u��V����]À]�}�_X� dZ]�� ]�� ]v����� �Z����(]v]�]}v� �Z�����v���� ��aced back to the 

Elements. 

']À�v� �Z��� �Z��'���l�À���� (}�� Z�}�u���µ��[��}v��]v�� �Z�� �}}��^u���-_U�}v��u]PZ���}v�oµ��� �Z���

�Z���� ]�� �� �}v����µ�o� �}v�]vµ]�Ç� ~}�� �À�v� ]��v�]�Ç�� ���Á��v� �Z�� �µ�o]���v� Z�}�u���µ��[� �v��ÁZ���

nowadays is the object of metrology, i.e., measurement. But let us consider another definition by 

�µ�o]�� ~���v�X�îììô�U�v}Á� (�}u� �}}l� óW� ^��vµu���� ]�������}(� ��v}�Z����vµu���U� �Z�� o������}(� �Z��

P������U�ÁZ�v�]��u���µ�����Z��P������_X�dZ]����(]v]�]}v�Z����Z����u�����µ��µ�������Z��}v���µ}����]v�

tZ�����À]}µ������P���ZW�^�v�x is a part of a[nother] x, the lesser of the greater, when it measures the 

P������_U��v�� ]v��}�Z� ������ Z�}�u���µ��[� ]��µ���X� �µ��ÁZ]o�� ]v� �Z�� (]���� ����� x = magnitude, in the 

second case x A�vµu����~^vµu�����u���µ���}v���v}�Z��_�U��Zµ���Z}Á]vP��Z���Z����Z�}�u���µ��[�Z���

no necessary experimental connotation. These definitions are followed by several others in which 

�]À]�]�]o]�Ç����Á��v�vµu����� ]�������v���� ]v����u��}(��Z�]��^u���µ���]o]�Ç_W��Zµ�U��Z���µ�o]���v� Z�}�

u���µ��[�]�����µ�ooÇ����Z}���µ��(}��Z�}����~�v�]v��P���������}([X 

For more than two millennia, (Euclidean) geometry was interpreted as intrinsically both a 

mathematical and a physical science, under the supposition that the physical world is Euclidean (e.g., 

through two distinct physical points one and only physical line crosses; the sum of the internal angles 

of any physical triangle is 180°, etc.). Non-Euclidean geometries, which disentangled mathematics 

and physics, were not widely accepted as legitimate until the nineteenth century. Even in the 

modern era, it could certainly be argued that the concept of measure eventually helped lead to a 

characterization of empirical quantities and therefore of measurement, but this path is not nearly so 

continuous as is sometime���o�]u��U�(}���Æ�u�o���Ç�D]�Z�oo�~íõõòU��Xîïò��ÁZ�v�����]vP��Z���^�Z����

are two sides to measurement theory: one side (emphasized in the modern era) at the interface with 

experimental science, the other side (emphasized in the classical) at the interface with quantitative 

�Z�}�Ç_X 

�� �o}���� o}}l� ��� �Z�� Z]��}�]��o� µ��P��� }(� Zu���µ��u�v�[� �v�� Zu���µ��[� ��À��o�� �Z��U� �o�Z}µPZ�

related, they are distinct concepts. To begin with, the mathematical literature proposes definitions 

ÁZ���� ^�Z�� ��µ�Ç� }(�u���µ���� �v�� �Z�]�� ���o]���]}v� �}� ]v��P���]}v� ]�� lv}Áv� ���u���µ��� �Z�}�Ç_�

(Cortzen & Weisstein). This shows the conceptual continuity (though not identity) between the 

traditional, Euclidean concept of measure and contemporary measure theory, which t and now the 

emphasis should be obvious t is not measurement theoryX��v��]v����U�������]vP�Z�]�[��~íóðô��Essay 

on QuantityU��}µ����u��P�������}}v����}v��v}�]�����Z����Z�����u�^u���µ��u�v�_� ]��v�À���µ�������

�ooV� ]v�����U� �Z�� Á}��� ^u�v�µ���]}v_� ~��(]v��� ]v� �Z�� Oxford English Dictionary ��� ^�Z�� ����� }(�

P�}u���Ç��}v���v���Á]�Z��������]v]vP�o�vP�Z�U������U��v��À}oµu��_����������(���µ�v�oÇX 

W��Z����u}���]v������]vPoÇ�}(��ooU�,�o���[��~íõìí��������t whose English translation of the title is 

The Axioms of Quantity and the Theory of Measurement, on the basis of which Michell (1999, p.59) 
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 /v������]vPoÇU��Z��s/D��À}]���µ�]vP�^u���µ��_������v}µv�~�Æ�����]v��Z�����Zv]��oU�]�]}u��]��

���u� ^u����]�o�u���µ��_�� �}� ���µ��� �u�]Pµ]�ÇU� ���(���]vP� ^u���µ��u�v�� ���µo�_� �}� ��v}��� �Z��

outcome of the process. 
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���������Z���^Á��v}Á�lv}Á�����]��oÇ�ÁZÇ��}u������]�µ��������u���µ���o���v���}u��v}�W�ÁZ���u�l���

�Z���]((���v���]���}�����]}v�}(��µ�v�]���]À�����µ��µ����]X�XU��}v(}�u]�Ç��}�,�o���[���Æ]}u��_�~D]�Z�ooU�

1999, p.59) t ]��}��v����Ç��Z]����v�]����v��v��W�^�Ç� Z�Æ]}u��}(���]�Zu��]�[�Z������v�u��v��ÁZ��� /�

���(����}���oo�Z�Æ]}u��}(��µ�v�]�Ç[_�~�Xîïó�X�&µ��Z��u}��U���]���(�}u��Z���]�o��}(��Z�������U��Z��Á}���

^u���µ��u�v�_� �������� }voÇ� }v��� ]v� �Z�� �����U� ]v� �� ��v��v��� ]v� ÁZ]�Z� ^�Z�� �Z�}�Ç� }(� �Z��

u���µ��u�v�_�]����µ������}�^�Z��u}���v��Z�}�Ç�}(���}�}��]}v_�~�Xîðí�U��Zµ���}v(]�u]vP��Z���µ��oÇ�

mathematical nature of the treatment. (One could note then that the paper might have been more 

appropriately entitled The Axioms of Geometric Quantity and the Theory of Mensuration!)
10

. 

dZµ�U���v��v�����µ�Z����^�µ�o]�[���}v������XXX���Æ�o�]v����Z���o����}(�vµu�����]v�u���µ��u�v���XXX��

�v�� ÁZ��� ]�� ]�� �Z��� ]�� ��]vP� ���]u����� ]v� u���µ��u�v�_� ~D]�Z�ooU� îììñU� �Xîôô�U� �v�� �Z�vU� ���

apparentoÇ����]������}v���µ�v��U�^�}�µv������v��u���µ��u�v���Z�}�ÇU� ]�� ]��v�������Ç��}���À]�]���Z��

�Z�}�Ç� }(� ]v��P���]}v� �v�U� ����]�µo��U� >����Pµ��u���µ��� �Z�}�Ç_� ~^�ÁÇ��� ��� �oXU� îìíïU� �Xõì�U� ����

plainly false. Hence a first conclusion: positions [C] and [D] in Table 1 are untenable; that is, 

quantitative evaluation is not sufficient for measurement. 

4. Is quantitative evaluation necessary for measurement? 

Having accepted that not all numbers come from measurements, can we assume that all 

measurements produce numbers? That is, if not sufficient, is quantitative evaluation at least 

v�������Ç� (}��u���µ��u�v�M�']À�v��Z��U������Pµ������À]}µ�oÇU� Zu���µ��u�v�[� ]��v}�����}�Ç�]PZ����

�}v����U� }v�� �}µo�� �]u�oÇ� ���]��� �}� µ��� �Z�� ���u� ^u���µ��u�v�_� �}� ��(��� }voÇ� �}� �Z}���

experimental processes (with features to be specified) that actually produce numbers, or numbers 

with units; such a semantic strategy would simply eliminate the problem. But let us investigate the 

consequences of this option. The position that assumes quantitative evaluation as necessary for 

measurement is plausibly as follows: 

(i) physical laws are written as mathematical equations whose variables represent quantities; and 

(ii) only quantities are measurable. 

While (i) is a patent fact, it does not necessarily entail (ii), which is explained in the light of the 

equation: 

(iii) quantity = Euclidean magnitude 

together with the stipulation that: 

(iv) objects of measurement are Euclidean magnitudes. 

tZ]o�� ~]]]�� ��v� ��� ���µu��� ��� �� ��(]v]�]}v� }(� Z�µ�v�]�Ç[U� }�� iµ��� �Z�� �cknowledgment of a 

synonymy, as we have just noted (iv) cannot be justified by the Euclidean tradition, which does not 

���o�Á]�Z��vÇ�~�u�]�]��o��^���]}v�}(�u���µ�]vP_X�/�����u���Z���~]À��]���]u�oÇ���u������}(��}vÀ�v�]}v�}��

tradition, and thus the question arises: why should measurement be only related to quantities? 

From the Joint Committee for Guides in Metrologyvwho is in charge of the development of both 

the International Vocabulary of Metrology and the Guide to the Expression of Uncertainty in 

Measurementvcomes a hint that the current conception of measurement is a moving target, instead 

of being stably bound to the Euclidean tradition. The current version of the VIM maintains that only 

quantities are measurable (hypothesis (iii) above), but at the same time introduces the concept of 

~u���µ���o��� Z}��]v�o��µ�v�]�Ç[U�^�µ�v�]�ÇU���(]v����Ç��� �}vÀ�v�]}v�o�u���µ��u�v����}���µ��U� (}��
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 And in fact the alternative but equivalent axiomatization of magnitude presented by 

Huntington (1902) includes no reference at all to the concept of measurement, as it is presented 

under the title ^���}u�o����^���}(�W}��µo�����(}���Z��dZ�}�Ç�}(����}oµ����}v�]vµ}µ��D�Pv]�µ��X_ 
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which a total ordering relation can be established, according to magnitude, with other quantities of 

the same kind, but for whicZ�v}��oP����]��}�����]}v���u}vP� �Z}����µ�v�]�]����Æ]��_� ~:�'DU�îìíîU�

��(XíXîò�U� �Zµ�� ����l]vP� ZÇ�}�Z��]�� ~]À�W� ]v� �Z�� �µ�o]���v� ��������]À�U� �Z�� À��Ç� ���u� ^}��]v�o�

�µ�v�]�Ç_�Á}µo������v�}ÆÇu}�}vX 

In the lack of a well-established theoretical and metrological structure (Finkelstein, 2003, 2005), 

the task of studying the structure of a property (with the possible consequence of discovering that it 

is quantitative) is worthwhile, but in principle it should be acknowledged as a distinct task from the 

one of measuring the property itself. 

As an example of the critical relation between quantification and measurement, consider the case 

}(� ~�]uµo��v�}µ��� ^�}vi}]v�� u���µ��u�v�_� ~>µ��� �� dµl�ÇU� íõòð�U� ��� ]v� �Z�� ��v��v��W� ^��

demonstration that intelligence, say, satisfies (or fails to satisfy) the axioms of conjoint 

��µ�v�](]���]}v��Á}µo�� �}u�o���� �Z�� ��]�v�](]�� ���l� }(� �µ�v�](]���]}v� (}�� ]v��oo]P�v��_U� ��l�v� (�}u�

~^Z���ÇU� îìíí�U�ÁZ���� �Z�� }�]P]v�o� ���u� ^�}vi}]v��u���µ��u�v�_� Z��� ���v� ���o����� �Ç� ^�}vi}]v��

quantification_X�D]�Z�oo�~îììñ���}�����oÇ�v}�����Z���^�}vi}]v��u���µ��u�v�_���(����^v}���}�uµ�Z���}��

a method of measurement [but to] a context within which indirect evidence for quantitative 

���µ��µ����}µo������}oo�����_X�t���� �Z��u�v�]}v��� ���o���u�v����������U� �Z�� ��ntence would be 

u}��� }�� o���� ��µ�}o}P]��oX� dZ�� }�]P]v�o� ��v��v��� ]�� u��v]vP(µo� }voÇ� ](� Zu���µ��u�v�[� �v��

Z�µ�v�](]���]}v[��������µu�����U�(]���U�]v���]v�]�o���]��]v����}v�������v�����}v�U�������µ�ooÇ��}]v�]��v�X�

As we have shown, there does not appear to be an a priori reason to make such assumptions; in 

other words, positions [A] and [B] in Table 1 unwarranted and needlessly restrictive. 

5. The concept of quantity and philosophies of measurement 

Up to this point we have attempted to explore the positions that quantitative evaluation is 

necessary and/or sufficient for measurement, and to propose our own comments, in as 

philosophically agnostic a manner as possible. However, given that these claims are often stated in 

terms of or influenced by particular philosophical stances, and given also that our own position on 

measurement inevitably involves philosophical commitments, it is worth exploring the implications 

of two major undercurrents in philosophical thinking about measurement, i.e., empiricism and 

realism. Our treatment here is necessarily brief (but see Maul, Torres Irribarra & Wilson, 2013). 

Empiricist philosophical stances generally emphasize a commitment to direct observation as the 

basis for knowledge. Representational measurement theories (Krantz, Luces, Suppes & Tversky, 

1971), operationalism (Bridgman, 1921; see also Boring, 1923), and the writings of S.S. Stevens (e.g., 

1946) may all be considered empiricist approaches to measurement, in that they characterize 

measurement in terms of the manner in which numerical assignments are derived from observable 

relations. The idea that quantification is sufficient for measurement can be formulated as a direct 

corollary to operationalism, insofar as operationalism is commonly interpreted as the stance that 

measµ��u�v��]��v}�Z]vP�u}����Z�v��Z�����µo���}(����oÇ]vP�������]�µo�����}���µ���~Zu���µ��u�v���Ç�

(]��[U����}��]vP��}�d}�P���}vU�íõñô�X����Á����]��µ��������À]}µ�oÇU��v��Æ���u��À���]}v�}(��Z]���}�]�]}v�

implies that any procedure of numerical assignment can be considered measurement, with the sole 

exception of random assignment (Stevens, 1975/1986). Others have argued, and we agree, that this 

trivializes the concept of measurement (Borsboom, 2005; Frigerio, Giordani & Mari, 2010; Michell, 

1990; Savage, 1970); certainly, if one accepts that measurement is an activity that seeks to gather 

accurate, dependable and trustworthy knowledge, it can easily be seen that there are instances of 

rule-based number assignments that have nothing to do with the acquisition of such kind of 

knowledge. 
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By contrast, realist philosophical stances on scientific inquiry emphasize the commitments that (i) 

there is a (single) natural world; (ii) scientific claims about the world are to be taken as possessing 

truth-values, and (iii) so interpreted, true scientific claims constitute knowledge
11

 of the world. There 

are a range of forms of realism about measurement (e.g., Borsboom, 2005; Michell, 2005; Trout, 

1998); on at least one reading, the implication of realism for measurement is that whether or not a 

property is a quantity is a mind-independent fact about the way the world really is (e.g., Michell, 

2005); thus, this interpretation of realism about measured properties might lead to the conclusion 

that a property must be a quantity in order to be measurable. 

Empiricism is motivated by the intuition that the preferred method of acquiring knowledge is 

through observation and experience, while realism is motivated by the intuition that that scientific 

inquiry seeks to gain knowledge about the state of affairs in the world. Neither of these intuitions 

contradicts the other in principle. On the contrary, the connection between the state of affairs in the 

world and the outcomes of a measurement procedure is not in itself compromised by the fact that 

we choose to privilege certain contrast classes, levels of explanation, methods of summarization, and 

modes of description. Indeed, to the extent to which some modeling activities are acknowledged as 

unavoidable and inherent components of measurement
12

 (see, e.g., Frigerio, Giordani & Mari, 2010; 

Tal, 2013), simplification, abstraction, and idealization are not only to be expected, but are 

themselves critical determinants of the extent to which the results of the process are interpretable 

and usable in the intended manner. This, then, implies that the criteria for success in any given 

measurement activity are most appropriately framed in terms of the extent to which the activity 

yields results of value in the relevant contextvand it should not be expected a priori that, for 

example, all contexts require that a measured attribute be structured quantitatively in the sense 

given by Michell (2005) and Hölder (1901), as described previously. 

For example, suppose we wish to acquire knowledge about the extent to which students have 

mastered a set of concepts related to statistical reasoning. We design an assessment of this property  

}(���µ��v��� ~^lv}Áo��P��}(�����]��]��o� ����}v]vP_�U�������}v�}µ��������À�]o��o�� �Z�}�]���}(� o���v]vP�

and cognition. We then employ statistical models such as the Rasch model (Rasch, 1960; see also 

Mari & Wilson, 2014), which treat the measured property of students as a continuous quantity, to 

test hypotheses regarding both cognitive theories and the assessment instrument (see Wilson, 2004, 

for examples of how this might be done), and to represent and communicate information about 

differences amongst students in the extent to which they have mastered statistical reasoning. 

Engaging in this process may yield outcomes of value for a range of activities: we may advance our 

collective understanding of how learning works, communicate accurate and dependable information 

about students to educators and other stakeholders in an efficient manner, and suggest further 

avenues of exploration both for educational practice and research in educational psychology. Thus, in 

this example, information has been acquired, represented, and communicated using the logic and 

language of measurement, to scientifically and practically productive ends, using a model that treats 

knowledge of statistical reasoning as a continuous quantity. Notably, it was not necessary to assume 

that the quantitative structure of differences in values of this property was an unconditional fact 

about the natural state of affairs in the worldvrather, the treatment of this property as a continuous 

quantity was a modeling choice, with a justification that is context- and use-specific. 
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 Where knowledge is taken here to mean a justified true belief (see, e.g., Ichikawa & Steup, 2014). 
12

 As illustrated, for example, by the literature on the evaluation of definitional uncertainty (e.g., JGCM, 

2012, def.2.27). 
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6. What, then, is measurement? 

In this paper we have developed an argument along two complementary lines. First, we have 

argued that quantities are, historically and conceptually, tied with measures, not measurement, and 

Zu���µ��[� �v�� Zu���µ��u�v�[� ���� �]((���v�� �}v�����W� ÁZ��� ]�� ��µ�� }(� u���µ���� �Z}µo�� v}�� ���

uncritically applied also to measurement. Second, the structure of measurement is generally 

independent of the possible quantitative structure of the property under consideration: the stance 

that only quantities are measurable is based on historical convention rather than logical necessity. 

We have focused on a critique of the relation between measurement and quantification in light of 

the prevalent stereotypes in the field, thus mainly developing the pars destruens of the enterprise of 

rethinking an encompassing understanding of measurement. 

The arguments developed in this paper suggest that a productive understanding of 

measurementvnamely, one that accounts for the myriad of contexts in which the concept is applied, 

while respecting its value as an accurate, dependable and trustworthy tool for gaining knowledgev

need not be shackled to the notions of quantity and quantification. It may well be that for some 

disciplines and under some contexts of application that the conceptualization and practice of 

measurement does in fact overlap strongly with quantification, but the case laid out in this paper 

�u�Z��]Ì��� �Z��� ]�� ]�� v}�� ����}v��o�� �}� ��u�v�� �Z��� Z�µ�v�]�Ç[� }�� Z�µ�v�](]���]}v�[� ��� �]�Z���

universally necessary or sufficient conditions for measurement.  

One obvious consequence of this proposed conceptual decoupling is that categorical and ordinal 

properties may appear to be candidates for measurement, in addition to quantities.
13

 Although the 

analysis laid out in this paper does not constitute a positive argument for their inclusion within the 

scope of accepted instances of measurement, it does indicate that there seems to be no good a priori 

reason for disallowing processes that generate categorical or ordinal evaluations from the realm of 

measurement solely based on the mathematical form of their outputs. An ecumenical understanding 

of measurement could then consider incorporating the study of properties that are best 

conceptualized as taxonomies (e.g., personality types or genes) and orders (e.g., levels of 

performance). After all, if measurement is an activity aimed at the acquisition of actionable, 

accurate, and dependable knowledge, it may be useful to consider that it could in principle applied in 

a variety of ways to a variety of properties with which we engage, which may include non-

quantitative attributes, rather than arbitrarily segregating such activities purely on the basis of the 

mathematical form of their resultsvand, perhaps, forcing some fields of study to develop entirely 

independent bodies of literature around such practices. 

It may be that the hallmark characteristics of measurement are best thought of as located in the 

structure of the process, either instead of or in addition to particular features of its outputs (such as 

whether information is quantitative, or can be represented on a ratio scale) or inputs (such as 

whether the property being evaluated is a quantity). In our view, when one claims to engage in 

Zu���µ��u�v�� ���]À]�]��[U�}v�� ]�� �o�]u]vP� �Z���}v�� ]�� ����u��]vP� �}���À�o}��u��Z}���}(�}���]v]vP�
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 As mentioned in Section 4, the interpretation of categorical and ordinal properties in the context of 

metrology, which is traditionally focused on quantities, is a complicated issue. To take the VIM as an example 

once again, its second edition simply omitted any reference to ordinal or categorical entities, thus implicitly 

suggesting that such entities are not measurable. In order to take the fact into account that ordinal evaluations 

are sometimes presented as measurements t the most common example being Mohs scale of hardness t the 

third edition of the VIM extended the scope of measurability by including ordinal entities, under the term 

^}��]v�o��µ�v�]�Ç_X�Kv��Z��}�Z���Z�v�U�u���µ��bility is a conceptual issue, not merely a lexical one. 
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high-quality information
14

 about a property. It may turn out that the property under investigation 

�}µo�����µ�ooÇ�����µ�v�]���]À��]v��Z�����]�����v���}(��u�]�]��ooÇ��}v(}�u]vP��}�,�o���[��~íõìí���Æ]}u��

of quantity, or could be treated as quantitative within a specified context of application and 

according to the available knowledge of it, as exemplified in the previous section, in which case the 

particular method of obtaining information about the property may indeed be to discover or 

estimate ratios of magnitudes of quantity relative to a standard unit. However, whether or not 

variation in a given attribute is structured quantitatively (or can be modeled as such) may not be 

known from the outset -- for example, it was only discovered after centuries of study that 

temperature could actually be evaluated in a quantitative way (Sherry, 2011); are we then to say that 

all pre-1760 work on discovering differences in temperatures do not count, a priori and 

independently of how they were performed, as measurement activities? Further, it may turn out that 

the property cannot not be reasonably considered quantitative at all, and in our view it seems 

���]����Ç��v��µvv�������Ç��}��Z�v��]��oo}Á��Z��µ���}(��Z�����u�Zu���µ��u�v�[�ÁZ�v���(���]vP��}��Z��

acquisition of high-quality information on that property. From this perspective, it seems preferable 

to consider the extent to which a particular process is more or less measurement-like in terms of the 

quality of the information it provides, which reframes the question of how to understand what 

measurement is or is not as being expressed along a gradient rather than as a Boolean classification. 

We have argued elsewhere in favor of examining measurement procedures in terms of the extent to 

which structural features of the process guarantee object-relatedness and subject-independence 

~^}�i���]À]�Ç_��v��^]v���-�µ�i���]À]�Ç_�(}���Z}����}(��Z�����µo���~�XPXU�D��]U�����}v����W���]U�îìíî�X�dZ]��

could be regarded as the beginnings of the pars construens, to complement the pars destruens 

developed in the present paper; nevertheless, there is surely much more systematic work to be done 

on this topic. 

We certainly agree with Michell (e.g., 2005; 2008) that the a priori assumption that a given 

��}����Ç� ]���µ�v�]���]À�� ��v������}�o�u��]�� ~}v��u]PZ�� �À�v� ��Ç� ^���Z}o}P]��oU_� ](� �v��ÁZ�v� �Z]s 

assumption is not acknowledged or recognized). Part of the very point of measurement activities, in 

our view, is to test hypotheses about properties, and in so doing learn more about how facts about 

them can be (accurately and usefully) represented. There are two points on which we depart from 

Michell: (a) we do not think that quantitivity is necessarily a mind-independent feature of properties, 

and (b) we do not think that quantityvmind-independent or notvshould be considered a necessary 

condition for measurement. 

Measurement is a complex and challenging endeavor. In our view, the claims that quantification is 

sufficient or necessary for measurement both trivialize the concept of measurement: the former 

position in effect denies that measurement is an epistemic activity, and the latter arbitrarily ties an 

empirical activity (measurement) to a specific mathematical concept (Euclidean magnitude). 

Conceptually decoupling measurement from quantity helps pay respect to the fact that 

measurement is a dynamic activity aimed at the acquisition of knowledge, and based on this 

decoupling we can explore alternative conceptual bases for a definition that is not bound by these 

preconceptions, potentially taking many different forms depending on the domain of application. 

                                                           
14

 The definition of what constitutes high-quality information is an issue beyond the scope of the present 

paper, but in a general sense the appraisal of quality generally involves evaluation of the degree to which there 

is a theoretical basis for the procedures that generated the information, the extent to which the results are 

stable and can be reproduced, and the usefulness of the information in assisting the accomplishment of tasks 

or the answering of questions of interest. In this paper we have alluded to the idea of high-quality information 

in terms of information that is accurate, dependable and trustworthy. 
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Table 1. Positions on the necessity and sufficiency of quantity for measurement 

Question: is the evaluated property a quantity? is the property evaluated as a quantity? 

Type of question: ontological  operational  

Focus of 

question: 

the inputs of the evaluation process the outputs of the evaluation process 

In terms of: the dispositional (���µ��� }(� Zbeing 

measurable[ 

the categorical (���µ��� }(� Zbeing the 

result of a measurement[ 

Implications of 

necessity: 

[A] supposing that a property being a 

quantity is necessary for it to be 

measurable implies that all non-

quantitative properties are a priori 

not measurable, so that nominal and 

ordinal properties cannot be 

measured, whatever kind of 

evaluation process is designed and 

operated 

[B] supposing that a property being 

evaluated quantitatively is necessary for 

measurement implies that only quantity 

values can be the result of a 

measurement, whatever kind of 

evaluation process is designed and 

operated 

Implications of 

sufficiency: 

[C] supposing that a property being a 

quantity is sufficient for it to be 

measurable implies that all 

quantitative properties are a priori 

measurable, and thus measurability is 

independent of any experimental 

condition 

[D] supposing that a property being 

evaluated quantitatively is sufficient for 

measurement implies that all 

quantitative evaluations are 

measurements 

 

 




